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“First comes the thought; then the organization of that thought, into ideas and plans; 
then the transformation of those plans into reality. The beginning, as you will observe, 

is in your imagination.” 
Napoleon Hill 

 
The needs of our parish and its various ministries arose from an imaginative vision of 
how a completed Parish Center building might serves the needs of our faith community. 
Save for a few aesthetic additions and inserting the joyful sounds of our young Penguins 
into the class rooms, the imagination of a completed Parish Center has become a reality. 
 
Our ambitious summer plans for the school revolved around the impending completion 
of the Parish Center. The additional classrooms and office areas would enable us to 
accomplish other renovations within our existing school building. The most visible 
transformation occurred in a two room area that had previously served as the 8th grade 
classroom and our Art classroom. After the removal of a non-bearing wall that separated 
these two classrooms, we were able to greatly expand the area into one larger space that 
now serves as an expansive home to our Pre-Kindergarten program. This move allowed 
us to relocate our Art classroom to a larger space filled with more natural lighting that is 
more conducive to the artistic process. Our next renovation involved removing an 
interior wall in the Library. This project now provides our students a more functional 
reading, research and learning center. Additionally within this space, we also removed 
outdated baseboard heating and window units in exchange for a modernized and 
centrally located heating and cooling system. In addition, we removed the antiquated 
student locker units that were positioned alongside the outer wall area of the Library. 
The removal of these timeworn lockers has now created a perfect wall space for a future 
art mural. As well, our former 7th grade classroom became an ideal location for an 
instrumental band space.  Furthermore, the relocation of the main office area enabled 
us to refashion its former home into a faculty lounge and work room. And the relocation 
of the Principal’s office allowed us to provide a well-deserved office space for the 
Assistant Principal. This summer, we once again brought improved appeal to our school 
playground by adding a fresh layer of mulch to its base. This project was thoughtfully 
completed by the Diocesan Pitcher & Basin program; Phillip, Daniel and Max Gianelle; 
along with a generous donation of mulch that was provided by Lowes and Will Braxton.  
 
Of course, our summer projects would not have occurred without countless volunteers: 
our painting crew of Don Denault, Jason Ruark, John Ruark, Dean Kidd and Charles 
Doherty; as well, the helping hands of the Pitcher & Basin, B.S.A. Troop 185, Brian 
Nelson, Brent Wilson, Mike Palenchar, Justin Lynch, Vincent DePietro, Alex DiPirro, 
Mark Mowbray Richard and Wyatt Duncan, and Josh Kelley (and friends), Ed Weirick, 
Phil Schrider, Jeannie Mowbray and her custodial staff. Thank you all! 
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